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STEP1: Connect shock-corded tubes. Snap top & bottom, side and 
rails together. Review and identify all parts before proceeding with 
assembly. All non shock -corded members are labeled as follows. 
Outer frame has been labeled using LETTERS only. 

STEP2: Add internal framing to main assembly. Inner framing has 
been labeled using NUMBERS only. Firmly secure all members 
using supplied bolts. 

STEP3: Wipe down frame. Lay down supplied plastic sheeting, put 
on supplied gloves. Remove fabric cover from storage bag and verify 
proper orientation. Carefully and evenly pull cover up over frame. Zip 
closed along dash lines.

STEP4: Align holes in fabric to hangpoints/ attachment locations on 
frame after installing fabric cover. Make sure cover is aligned 
properly.

Dash lines indicate 
zipper placement. Start 

all zippers before 
zipping closed
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Dash lines indicate 
SEG placement. Start 

all corners  before 
tucking all the way.

STEP1: Review and identify all parts before proceeding with assembly. Assemble outer frame using 
supplied connectors. Members are labeled with LETTERS only. 

STEP2: Add internal framing to main assembly. Inner framing has been labeled with NUMBERS only. 
Firmly secure all members using supplied connectors. 

STEP3: Wipe down frame. Lay down supplied plastic sheeting, put on supplied gloves. Remove fabric 
cover from storage bag and verify proper orientation. Carefully and evenly pull cover up over frame. Tuck 
in SEG skin from corners and carefully feed clear edge of frabric into channel in framework. Adjust as 
necessary, sliding and rolling fabric to create tension. 

STEP4: Align holes in fabric to hangpoints/ attachment locations on frame after installing fabric cover. 
Make sure cover is aligned properly.
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